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CLINICAL CASE REPORT

Cockayne syndrome in adults: complete retinal dysfunction
exploration of two case reports
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Abstract
Purpose Cockayne syndrome is a rare autosomal
recessive disease, also known as a progeria disorder,
causing dwarfism, senile appearance and multiple
systemic affections. Ophthalmic abnormalities are
frequent, for example, in the forms of pigmentary
retinopathy with low visual acuity. We present two
genetic-confirmed cases with a detailed electrophysiological exploration of their retinal findings.
Methods Complete ophthalmic exploration is undertaken, including full-field electroretinogram under
ISCEV guidelines and multifocal electroretinogram
(RETI-scan science, Roland-Consult, Germany),
ultra-wide-field retinography and autofluorescence
(Optomap, Optos PLC, Dunfermline, Scotland, UK)
and macular and retinal nerve fibre layer optical
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coherence tomography (Cirrus, Carl-Zeiss Meditec,
Inc, Dublin, CA).
Results Both cases presented with CSA/ERCC8
mutation and low visual acuity. Diffuse pigmentary
retinopathy with macular atrophy was found in ultrawide-field retinography and autofluorescence. Electrophysiological testing reported wide retinal dysfunction on both cone and rod system with macular
involvement.
Conclusions Pigmentary retinopathy in CS could
translate a wide dysfunction of the retina with major
affection of external retinal layers of both cone and rod
cells. Macular implication is also present and could
explain progressive vision loss in such cases.
Keywords Cockayne syndrome  Progeria 
Electroretinogram  Pigmentary retinopathy

Introduction
Cockayne syndrome (CS) is a rare condition characterized by cachectic dwarfism and progressive neurological dysfunction. Additional features include
microcephaly, cognitive and motor defects, skin
photosensitivity, senile appearance, pigmentary
retinopathy, cataracts and deafness [1, 2]. CS behaves
as an autosomal recessive disorder with an estimated
prevalence of 2.5 per million. It results from mutations
in the CSB/ERCC6 or CSA/ERCC8 genes, which are
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involved in repairing damaged DNA and assisting
with gene transcription [1–3]. CS is considered a
progeria able to present with different phenotypes but
usually causing death during the two first decades of
life. However, type 3 CS characteristically presents
with a milder form with longer life expectancy.
Pigmentary retinopathy is the most frequent ocular
finding (60–100%) and has been reported to show
abnormal electroretinogram recordings even before
clinical impairment is recognized [1, 4]. We present
two cases of adult CS that undertook a complete eye
electrophysiological exploration, including full-field
electroretinogram and multifocal electroretinogram,
together with the latest cutting-edge retinal imaging
techniques as ultra-wide-field retinography and
autofluorescence.

Case report
Two siblings, a 44-year-old male (case A) and a
41-year-old female (case B), presented with typical
clinical features including dwarfism, senile appearance, microcephaly and progressive neurological
dysfunction. CS was genetically confirmed by CSA/
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ERCC8 gene exon 5 homozygous mutation (c. 478
G [ A (Ala160Thr)) as had been previously published
[2]. Best achieved visual acuity in case A was 20/60
right eye and 20/200 left eye, while case B presented
with 20/400 in both eyes. Progressive visual acuity
loss was documented by past medical history recording it to be 20/40 in both eyes (case A) and 20/50 in
both eyes (case B) 6 years ago. No significant
abnormalities were noted in the anterior segment.
Funduscopy under pupil dilation showed optical disc
pallor, arteriole narrowing and retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) mottling with diffuse pigment clumping.
Ultra-wide-field retinography and autofluorescence
(Optomap, Optos PLC, Dunfermline, Scotland, UK)
were performed proving extensive RPE changes
(Fig. 1). Spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (OCT) (Cirrus, Carl-Zeiss Meditec, Inc, Dublin,
CA) showed foveal atrophy with disruption of external
retinal structures (Fig. 2) such as the RPE/Bruch’s
complex band, outer segments of the photoreceptor
layer and ellipsoid zone. OCT built-in manufacturer
software determined a lessened mean retinal nerve
fibre layer thickness in both cases (77 lm in case A
right eye, 57 lm in case A left eye, 60 lm in case B
right eye and 58 lm in case B left eye) together with a

Fig. 1 Ultra-wide-field retinography of right eye (A) and left eye (B) in case B. Same subject’s ultra-wide-field autofluorescence of
right eye in composition (C) and left eye (D)
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Fig. 2 Optical coherence tomography of the foveal area of the macula of right eye (A) and left eye (B) of case A and right eye (C) and
left eye (D) of case B

Fig. 3 Full-field electroretinogram of right eye (OD) and left eye (OS) of case A

diffuse decrease in ganglion cell layer thickness in
both eyes of the siblings. Eye electrophysiological
testing (RETI-scan science, Roland-Consult, Germany) by full-field flash electroretinogram (FFERG) and multifocal electroretinogram (MF-ERG)
was undertaken according to the International Society
for Clinical Electrophysiology of Vision (ISCEV)
standards [5, 6]. Regarding FF-ERG (Figs. 3, 4), darkadapted 0.01 cds/m2 stimulus presented with a complete absence of response on left eye of case A and
right eye of case B, with the other eyes showing a
diminished response. Dark-adapted 3.0 cds/m2 and
10.0 cds/m2 stimulus reported a lessened a wave with
a reduced b wave resulting in a lower b to a ratio in an
electronegative form. Moreover, both cases showed a
complete abolition of signal on light adapted 3.0 cds/
m2 and 30 Hz flicker. MF-ERG (Fig. 5) reported
disrupted and decreased signals in central and paracentral rings of both eyes of case A with greater
alteration of peripheral areas; on the other hand, case B
showed a wide abolition of signal in both eyes.

Discussion
CS is considered a progeria disease directly related to
abnormal repairing of damaged DNA and gene
transcription because of dysfunctional CSB/ERCC6
or CSA/ERCC8 genes [1, 2]. Among many other
clinical findings, retinal dystrophy is one of the most
frequent and seems to be related to direct cell
affection. However, little has been reported in relation
to the functional exploration of such retinal dysfunction, with some authors claiming severe alterations
whereas others finding none [1, 7]. Our CS presented
cases are characteristically old for the presumed life
expectancy of this disease, and therefore, the results of
their exploration could be considered of great importance for an overall timely understanding of CS retinal
changes.
Ultra-wide-field retinography and autofluorescence
as well as OCT findings are consistent to recently
reported cases [8], showing diffuse pigmentary
retinopathy, also affecting the macular area, with
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Fig. 4 Full-field electroretinogram of right eye (OD) and left eye (OS) of case B
Fig. 5 Multifocal
electroretinogram of a nonpathologic example right
eye (A) and left eye (B) and
presented Cockayne
syndrome case reports: case
A right eye (C), case A left
eye (D), case B right eye
(E) and case B left eye (F)
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extensive disorganization of external retinal layers
(Figs. 1, 2). Such items are also consistent with the
electrophysiological testing of these cases. FF-ERG
(Figs. 3, 4) showed both a diffuse affection of
photoreceptors and bipolar cells, with a major impact
on the cone system and an asymmetrical effect on
scotopic responses, presenting with a reduced a wave
altogether with a b wave in almost an electronegative
configuration [6]. This lower b to a ratio could suggest
a major effect on bipolar and Müller cells over
photoreceptors that could be related to CSA/ERCC8
mutation. However, whether such a finding could be
associated with retinal dysfunction, as some forms of
congenital stationary night blindness, or with neurological affection, as some authors have recently
claimed regarding optic neuromyelitis, is still to be
fully elucidated [9, 10]. On the other hand, MF-ERG
(Fig. 5) reported a wide disruption of signal that was
only conserved, although diminished, in central areas
of case A, which accordingly held better visual acuity
than case B. In addition to these retinal findings, both
retinal nerve fibre layer and ganglion cell layer were
also decreased in the presented cases, therefore
showing an existing neurological affection that is
consistent with CS general understanding [1, 11].
In conclusion, our findings in these cases could be
therefore considered of great importance since objectively detecting a wide electrophysiological retinal
dysfunction in CS. Moreover, such affection seems to
be much more severe according to functional tests than
as per damaged retinal area by eye fundus appearance,
even though ultra-wide-field autofluorescence in fact
detects extensive and diffuse retinopathy. In addition,
reported dysfunction of the cone system could explain
macular atrophy and progressive vision loss beyond
peripheral pigmentary retinopathy that could be, on
the other hand, mainly linked to rod affection. Finally,
the asymmetrical disruption of scotopic response with
a lower b to a ratio could suggest a specific pathologic
effect of CSA/ERCC8 mutation on neuronal and
retinal cells; however, such findings need to be further
confirmed in extensive future case series studies. As a
whole, our presented case reports newly provide
important results, both functional and anatomical, on
retinal abnormalities of CS with the latest cutting-edge
ophthalmic diagnostic techniques.
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